Temporal Vegetation Indices and Plant Height from Remotely Sensed Imagery Can Predict Grain Yield and Flowering Time Breeding Value in Maize via Machine Learning Regression
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Abstract: Unoccupied aerial system (UAS; i.e., drone equipped with sensors) field-based high-throughput phenotyping (HTP) platforms are used to collect high quality images of plant nurseries to screen genetic materials (e.g., hybrids and inbreds) throughout plant growth at relatively low cost. In this study, a set of 100 advanced breeding maize (Zea mays L.) hybrids were planted at optimal (OHOT trial) and delayed planting dates (DHOT trial). Twelve UAS surveys were conducted over the trials throughout the growing season. Fifteen vegetative indices (VIs) and the 99th percentile canopy height measurement (CHMs) were extracted from processed UAS imagery (orthomosaics and point clouds) which were used to predict plot-level grain yield, days to anthesis (DTA), and silking (DTS). A novel statistical approach utilizing a nested design was fit to predict temporal best linear unbiased predictors (TBLUP) for the combined temporal UAS data. Our results demonstrated machine learning-based regressions (ridge, lasso, and elastic net) had from 4- to 9-fold increases in the prediction accuracies and from 13- to 73-fold reductions in root mean squared error (RMSE) compared to classical linear regression in prediction of grain yield or flowering time. Ridge regression performed best in predicting grain yield (prediction accuracy = ~0.6), while lasso and elastic net regressions performed best in predicting DTA and DTS (prediction accuracy = ~0.8) consistently in both trials. We demonstrated that predictor variable importance descended towards the terminal stages of growth, signifying the importance of phenotype collection beyond classical terminal growth stages. This study is among the first to demonstrate an ability to predict yield in elite hybrid maize breeding trials using temporal UAS image-based phenotypes and supports the potential benefit of phenomic selection approaches in estimating breeding values before harvest.
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1. Introduction

Estimating breeding values for genotypes (pedigrees) before harvest would be useful for speeding the breeding cycle while reducing combine measurement resources. Early season breeding values can be enabled by implementing temporal field-based high throughput phenotyping (HTP) [1]. Unoccupied aerial systems (UAS; i.e., drones with sensor payloads) can objectively capture the temporal variation of complex traits in crops with limited resources; providing a new tool to dissect complex traits in a time-series manner. UAS provides higher quality raw images with better resolutions than traditional remote sensing platforms such as Landsat-derived images [2]. UAS raw images are processed (e.g., orthomosaic and point cloud densification) to generate geographically corrected mosaics over
each time point throughout the growing period [2]. To increase precision of data extracted from the processed images, novel plot-based data extraction pipelines have been developed for breeding nurseries [3,4]. When successfully performed, multiple plot-based temporal phenotypes can be generated that include various vegetation indices (VIs) [5–14] as well as canopy height measurements (CHMs) [15–19]. Temporal VIs and CHMs have been used for downstream analysis in prediction models [15–17,20–26] demonstrating improvement in prediction modeling when utilizing UAS image-based phenotypes over conventional manual measurements. Temporal HTP platforms are enabling researchers to improve the understanding of environmental and growth stage specific interactions.

Genotype-by-environment (GxE) interaction is a special case in plant breeding used to dissect the phenotypic plasticity and reaction norm of complex traits occurring among discriminate environments [27–29]. GxE describes how differences in measured appearances between different genotypes are a result of interactions of each with their environments creating plasticity, which is nearly impossible to predict. However, the examination of temporal phenotypic plasticity (TPP) for complex traits occurring beyond a single growth stage is typically unfeasible due to labor, time, and resource demands. Dissecting the TPP of complex traits at differential growth stages has lagged behind commonly collected terminal phenotypes (e.g., grain yield) resulting in understanding GxE interactions based on the accumulation of the entire growth season. As a result, it is difficult to determine if specific time points caused the significant GxE variation at the end of the season. HTP platforms, such as UAS, enable repeated phenotypic data collection, allowing evaluation of phenotypes at various time points throughout plant lifecycles with large numbers of genotypes at low cost [30]. Recently, UAS have demonstrated that quantitative trait loci (QTL) have varying effect sizes for the same trait (e.g., CHM) at different time points throughout growth periods of maize [16,17,31]. Similarly, both unique and common loci belonging to different time points have been discovered to have associations with vegetative indices and canopy height measurements in maize throughout growth [17,32]. The uniqueness of temporal QTL has also been shown in cotton [33], wheat [34], and sorghum [35]. These findings underline new opportunities in dissecting complex traits using remotely sensed phenotypes belonging to multiple time points instead of one or a few terminal time points, as has been done traditionally.

Multicollinearity Challenges in Temporal Predictions

Multiple time point-derived temporal phenotypes have previously improved yield prediction accuracies beyond single time point-derived phenotypes, but come with new challenges [15,20,31]. For instance, when using phenotypic data from many VIs derived across time points as predictors, multicollinearity problems are often revealed in multiple linear regression analysis. Multicollinearity leads to the variance inflation factors (VIFs) among predictors that causes inflation of the variation of the estimated regression coefficients in the prediction model [36]. When multiple time point derived temporal phenotypes are used as predictors, the coefficients of the predictors need to be penalized to increase the prediction accuracy. The reasoning being: (i) the predictors included in a model may have relatively similar and large effects on the predicted variable, (ii) a small number of predictors may have significant and large effects on the predicted variables while others have smaller effects, or (iii) any conditions involving these two possibilities. The three conditions above are underlying phenomena that need to be controlled to accomplish better prediction accuracy in the prediction of complex quantitative terminal traits such as yield and flowering times.

This study aimed to (i) predict the temporal breeding values of maize hybrids using fifteen VIs and CHMs derived from twelve UAS flights over the two trials; (ii) compare performances of linear regression and machine learning based regressions (ridge, lasso, and elastic net) in predicting grain yield and flowering times (days to anthesis; DTA and days to silking; DTS) from temporal breeding values of fifteen VIs and CHMs; and (iii) calculate the temporal variable importance scores of the predictors in the best performing
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are nested within each flight and rendered irrelevant compared to if comparisons are made between flights. The two trials, containing same 100 advanced maize breeding hybrids, were planted in College Station, Texas (30°32′46.3″ N 96°26′00.2″ W) on 21 March 2019 (OHOT trial; irrigated) and 12 April 2019 (DHOT trial; delayed planting) respectively. Each population was planted in a separate randomized completed block design with two replications. Experimental plots consisted of two-row adjacent plantings of the same genotype (0.76 m row spacing, 7 m plot length). Each randomized complete block trial consisted of 13 ranges (from front to back of field, perpendicular to the tractor rows), where each range contained 16 hybrids across tractor rows represented by two-row plots, 32 single rows in total. The last range in each trial had eight two-row plots of commercial check fill to form a rectangle, and commercial checks were planted around the trial as a border.

2.2. Field-Based High Throughput Phenotyping

A DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0 (DJI, Shenzhen, China) was flown 25 m above the ground to capturing RGB images at 72 DPI resolution from the standard integrated camera. The raw images were taken using 5472 × 3648 pixels with 90 percent forward and sideward overlap. These images were processed using Agisoft Metashape V15.2 software (Agisoft LLC, Russia) to generate an orthomosaic and point cloud for each flight date (Figure 1). Ground control points (GCPs) were used to aid in data processing during the flights and mitigate aberrations in the resulting georeferenced mosaics. In total, 45 GCPs were used during the flights. A total of 25 UAS surveys were conducted throughout the growing season. Following qualitative QC/QA (Quality Control/Quality Assurance) of the orthomosaics and point clouds, twelve flights were identified to be free of artifacts and blunders (Table 1).

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** Shows the steps of high-throughput phenotyping pipeline including data collection, processing, and extraction from the RGB images.
Table 1. Summary table of UAS flights dates and corresponding days after planting (DAP) times for each trial. The optimal planting date trial (OHOT) and delayed planting date trial (DHOT) were sown on 21 March 2019 and 12 April 2019, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight Time (Month)</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time (Day)</td>
<td>20th</td>
<td>22nd</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days after planting (DHOT trial)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days after planting (OHOT trial)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The UAS was flown in moderate weather at midday during periods of clear skies and no wind, whenever possible. Consistent time periods were attempted between flights but to obtain more data not all flights could be made in ideal conditions. As the season progressed, issues due to windy conditions became more prevalent in the processing stream with plants swaying further when affected by the wind. Cloud coverage was addressed by a brightness correction measurement from an onboard solar radiance detector or by using images of calibrated reflectance targets in situ prior to and after flights. Large overlaps of images reduced water reflections. Importantly, because varieties were primarily being compared within each flight and rendered irrelevant compared to if comparisons are made between flights.

2.3. Extracting Temporal Traits from RGB Images and 3D Point Clouds

Fifteen VIs and temporal plant heights were extracted from the orthomosaic images (.tif file extensions) and three-dimensional (3D) point clouds (.las or .laz file extensions), respectively. First, ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.) shape files (.shp file extensions) were created using R/UAStools::plotshpcreate function [3] in R to create the polygons for each consecutive row plot (nrowplot = 2, multirowind = T) for each population based on their respective field maps/experimental layouts. The buffer arguments were set to “rowbuf = 0.61” and “rangebuf = 3.1” to reduce adjacent plot overlap and uninformative data within the walking alleys data extractions. Two fit ESRI shape files were generated separately to extract plot information from each one of the consecutive two row plots in the images and point clouds. These shape files were then used in extracting VIs and plant heights for each time point (Figure 1).

To extract the plot-based VIs the FIELDImageR package [4] was used. Before extraction of VIs, the R/FIELDImageR::fieldMask function was implemented to remove the soil color from the RGB (Red-Green-Blue, also known as true color) images using HUE index corresponding to soil color [37]. The fifteen VIs were extracted from RGB images using the R/FIELDImageR::fieldIndex function for each flight date. The VIs included: the blue green pigment index (BGI) [38], brightness index (BI) [5], blue index, excessive green (EXG) [6], excess green minus excess red index (EXGR) [7], green leaf index (GLI) [8], green index, modified green red VI (MGVRI) [9], normalized difference index (NDI) [10], normalized green-blue difference index (NGBDI) [11], normalized green red difference index (NGRDI) [12], red index, red green blue VI (RGBVI) [9], visible atmospherically resistant index (VARI) [13] and vegetative (VEG) [14] (Table 2). BI, GLI, NGRDI, VARI and BGI are prebuilt VIs that were used in the FIELDImageR package, but remaining VIs were added externally as an additional function into FIELDImageR using ‘R/FIELDImageR::myIndex’ function.
Table 2. Ratios of vegetation indices used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetation Index</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue green pigment index (BGI)</td>
<td>$\frac{B}{G}$</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness index (BI)</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\frac{R^2 + G^2 + B^2}{3}}$</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive green (EXG)</td>
<td>$(2 \times G) - R - B$</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess green minus excess red index (EXGR)</td>
<td>$(3 \times G) - (2.4 \times R) - B$</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green leaf index (GLI)</td>
<td>$\frac{2G - R - B}{2G + R + B}$</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified green red index (MGVRI)</td>
<td>$\frac{G^2 - R^2}{G^2 + R^2}$</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized difference index (NDI)</td>
<td>$128 \times \left( \frac{G - R}{G + R} \right) + 1$</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized green-blue difference index (NGBDI)</td>
<td>$\frac{G - B}{G + B}$</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized green red difference index (NGRDI)</td>
<td>$\frac{G - R}{G + R}$</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red green blue index (RGBVI)</td>
<td>$\frac{G^2 - R \times B}{G^2 + R \times B}$</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible atmospherically resistant index (VARI)</td>
<td>$\frac{G - R}{G + R - R}$</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetativen (VEG)</td>
<td>$\frac{R_{\text{Vegetation}}}{R_{\text{BMFI}}}$</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R, G, and B represent the red, green, and blue bands respectively in the above formulas.

3D point clouds were used to extract the plot-based plant heights of each flight based on the pipeline described in Anderson et al. [15]. First, areas of the two trials (OHOT and DHOT) were clipped, and extreme points above or below the bare ground were removed from the point clouds in CloudCompare (version 2.12 alpha) [39]. After initial anomaly removal, executable functions of batch scripts of FUSION/LDV [40] and LAStools [41,42] software were transported into R to construct the plant height extraction pipeline for each flight. A brief outline of the pipeline contains (i) the sorting the points of clipped point cloud data (LAStools\lasssort.exe), (ii) removing the erratic points around the canopy structure of plants in row plots (LAStools\lasnoise.exe) to construct the digital surface model (DSM), (iii) identifying the ground points using a hierarchical robust interpolation (HRI) [43] ground filtering algorithm (HRI) [43] (FUSION\GroundFilter.exe), (iv) identifying the maximum points from the ground filter to outline digital terrain model (DTM) (LAStools\lasthin.exe), and (v) constructing the DTM model using the maximum points from the previous step (FUSION\GridSurfaceCreate.exe). Next, the DTM model was extracted from the previously constructed noise-filtered point cloud data (DSM model as an output of step ii) to canopy surface models (CSM). Each row of plots in CSM then were clipped (FUSION/PolyClipData.exe), and plot-based plant heights were estimated using the 99th percentile metrics (FUSION/CloudMetrics.exe) (Figure 1).

Plot-based yield was collected using a plot combine. Flowering time was recorded as the point in which 50% of the individuals within a plot were shedding pollen (DTA) or silks emerging (DTS). Days to anthesis/silk were calculated by subtracting the planting date from the recorded flowering date of the respective trait. All temporal phenotypic data as well as R codes are publicly available (see the Data Availability Statement and Supplementary Materials sections).

2.4. Statistical Analysis for High Throughput Phenotyping Data

Statistical analysis of extracted temporal data (VIs and CHM) and visualizations were processed in R studio (version 1.3.959). In the analysis of high-throughput phenotyping data, a nested statistical design was fit. To predict the breeding values for each pedigree in both trials the row, range, (block) and replicates model terms were used to control for spatial variation. This tends to perform as well as other methods of spatial correction for furrow irrigated trials in our environment due to the patterns created by irrigation and tractor-applied fertilizer and cultivation in otherwise fairly uniform soils.
A nested design was used to estimate the temporal breeding values in a time-series manner for fifteen VIs and CHMs. To do this, the statistical Equation (1) below was developed to implement the two trials separately using a mixed linear model in lme4 package in R [44] to estimate temporal best linear unbiased predictors (TBLUP) of the respective response variable (Y) for each pedigree (maize hybrids).

\[ Y_{ijklm} = \mu + \text{flight}_j + [\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})]_{ij} + [\text{range}(\text{flight})]_{ik} + [\text{row}(\text{flight})]_{il} + [\text{replication}(\text{flight})]_{im} + \text{error}_{ijklm} \quad (1) \]

where, \( Y \) represents each individual observation of pedigree at each \( i \)th time point (flight dates as DAP unit); \( \mu \) represents the grand mean; \( \text{flight} \) represents the effect of \( i \)th flight date, \( i \in (8, 10 \ldots 105; \text{DHOT}) \) and \( i \in (30, 32 \ldots 127; \text{OHOT}) \); \( [\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})]_{ij} \) represents the effect of \( j \)th pedigree within \( i \)th flight date; \( [\text{range}(\text{flight})]_{ik} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{range}(\text{flight})}) \) represents the effect of \( k \)th range within \( i \)th flight date; \( [\text{row}(\text{flight})]_{il} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{row}(\text{flight})}) \) represents the effect of \( l \)th row within \( i \)th flight date; \( [\text{replication}(\text{flight})]_{im} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{replication}(\text{flight})}) \) represents the effect of \( m \)th replication within \( i \)th flight date, and \( \text{error}_{ijklm} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{error}}) \) represents the pooled error comprising residuals of all experimental factors above. Temporal repeatability was calculated for each temporal trait based on the results of explained percent variation of \( [\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})]_{ij} (\sigma^2_{\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})}) \) and \( \text{error}_{ijklm} (\sigma^2_{\text{error}}) \) with numbers of replication (b) (Equation (2)):

\[ \text{Temporal repeatability} = \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})}}{\sigma^2_{\text{pedigree}(\text{flight})} + \sigma^2_{\text{error}}} \quad (2) \]

The previous model was adjusted to run without the \( \text{flight} \) component to estimate the BLUP for pedigree (maize hybrids) for single time-measured traits that are yield, DTA and DTS (Equation (3)):

\[ Y_{ijkl} = \mu + \text{pedigree}_i + \text{range}_j + \text{row}_k + \text{replication}_l + \text{error}_{ijkl} \quad (3) \]

where \( Y \) represents the each individual observation of pedigree; \( \mu \) represents the grand mean; \( \text{pedigree} \) represents the effect of \( i \)th pedigree; \( \text{range}_j \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{range}}) \) represents the effect of \( j \)th range; \( \text{row}_k \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{row}}) \) represents the effect of \( k \)th row; \( \text{replication}_l \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{replication}}) \) represents the effect of \( l \)th replication, and \( \text{error}_{ijkl} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{error}}) \) represents the pooled error comprising residuals of all experimental factors above. Repeatability was calculated for Yield, DTA and DTS from Equation (4):

\[ \text{Repeatability} = \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{pedigree}}}{\sigma^2_{\text{pedigree}} + \sigma^2_{\text{error}}} \quad (4) \]

Statistical Equation (5) was developed by adding the \( \text{management} \) and \( [\text{pedigree} \ast \text{management}] \) components into Equation (1) as nested within \( \text{flight} \). In Equation (5), the management effect contained the OHOT and DHOT trials, indicating optimal and delayed planting, respectively. Equation (5) aimed to contrast each trait value of flight date for each trial. To do that, \( [\text{management} \ast \text{flight}]_{ik} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{management} \ast \text{flight}}) \) effect was included. Here, \( \text{management} \) represents the effect of \( k \)th management, \( k \in (\text{DHOT and OHOT}); \) \( [\text{management} \ast \text{pedigree}(\text{flight})]_{ijk} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{management} \ast \text{pedigree}(\text{flight})}) \) represents the in-
teraction of jth pedigree with kth management within ith flight date. Spatial variation (range, row and rep) were treated nested within management and flight in Equation (5).

\[
Y_{ijklmn} = \mu + \text{flight}_i + \text{pedigree} \text{(flight)}_{ij} + \text{management}_k \\
+ \text{pedigree} \times \text{management} \text{(flight)}_{ijk} + \text{flight} \times \text{management}_ik \\
+ \text{range} \text{(management, flight)}_{ikl} + \text{row} \text{(management, flight)}_{ikm} \\
+ \text{rep} \text{(management, flight)}_{ikmn} + \text{error}_{ijklmn}
\]

(5)

Multi-management based repeatability was calculated by expanding Equation (2) to include the interaction term between management and pedigree nested within flight \[ \text{pedigree} \times \text{management} \text{(flight)} \] with the number of the management (a) and replication (b) (Equation (6)):

\[
\text{Repeatability} = \frac{\sigma^2 \text{pedigree} \text{(flight)}}{\sigma^2 \text{pedigree} \text{(flight)}} + \frac{\sigma^2 \text{pedigree} \times \text{management} \text{(flight)}}{a} + \frac{\sigma^2 \text{error}}{a \times b}
\]

(6)

2.5. Machine Learning Regression

All temporal breeding values (TBLUPs) of VIs and CHMs of pedigree were used to predict three predicted variables (Yield, DTA and DTS) for both populations. Linear, lasso, ridge, elastic net and partial least square regression (PLSR) were run to predict the predicted variables using the \textit{caret} package in R. The data set was split into 60\% training and 40\% validation data. Cross validation was adjusted using the \textit{R/caret::trainControl()} function, with ten resampling iterations (i.e., folds; numbers = 10) and ten repeated k-fold cross validations (repeats = 10). The adjusted cross validation was then used in each regression model. To run all regression models, \textit{R/caret::train()} function was implemented using \textit{method = lm} for linear regression and \textit{method = glmnet} for ridge, lasso, and elastic net regressions and “method = pls” for PLSR. The \textit{tuneGrid} argument was used to tune the “lambda” (for elastic net, lasso and ridge regressions) and “alpha” (for elastic net regression) using the \textit{expand.grid()} function. Value of “alpha” was set as 0 for ridge regression and 1 for lasso regression, while sequential numbers between 0 and 1 by ten equal increment sequences were performed to find the best alpha for elastic net regression. Sequential “lambda” values between 0 and 1 by five equal increment sequences were empirically tested to find the best lambda values for lasso, ridge, and elastic net regressions. In PLSR, the \textit{tuneLength} function was used to find the best number of principal components with the lowest cross-validation error. In the prediction of yield in the DHOT trial, alpha and lambda values used were 1 and 0.25, 0 and 1, 0.1 and 0.50 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and numbers of principal component (ncomp) used was 8 for PLSR. In the prediction of DTA in the DHOT trial, \textit{alpha} and \textit{lambda} values used were 1 and 0.0001, 1 and 0.1, 0.1 and 0.0001 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and \textit{ncomp} used was 10 for PLSR. In the prediction of DTS in the DHOT trial, \textit{alpha} and \textit{lambda} values used were 1 and 0.0001, 0 and 1, 0.1 and 0.0001 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and \textit{ncomp} used was 7 for PLSR. In the prediction of yield in the OHOT trial, \textit{alpha} and \textit{lambda} values used were 1 and 0.25, 0 and 1, 0.1 and 1 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and \textit{ncomp} used was 4 for PLSR. In the prediction of DTA in the OHOT trial, \textit{alpha} and \textit{lambda} values used were 1 and 0.25, 0 and 1, 0.1 and 0.50 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and \textit{ncomp} used was 10 for PLSR. In the prediction of DTS in the OHOT trial, \textit{alpha} and \textit{lambda} values used were 1 and 0.25, 0 and 1, 0.1 and 0.25 for lasso, ridge and elastic net regressions, respectively, and \textit{ncomp} used was 9 for PLSR. To compare the regression models, coefficient of determination (R$^2$), root mean square errors (RMSE), and mean absolute errors (MAE) were evaluated for each model. To evaluate the prediction accuracy of the linear, ridge, elastic net, lasso and PLSR models, \textit{R/caret::predict()} was used to predict DTA, DTS, and yield of the test data set in each trial using 500 bootstraps iterations. The predicted results of the test data were correlated
(Pearson pairwise correlation) with the actual values of test data set in each bootstrap. Finally, the Tukey HSD (Honest Significant Difference) test was applied to compare the means of correlation results belonging to each model for DTA, DTS, and yield in both trials. Letters were assigned to each model indicating the comparison results of Tukey HSD test to indicate statistically significant differences. The \( \text{R} \text{caret::varImp()} \) function was used to rank the predictors based on their importance (0–100 scale) for lasso, ridge, elastic net and PLSR regression. All R codes are available in Github repository (https://github.com/alperadak/Supplementary-File-1/blob/main/Supplementary%20file%201.txt, accessed on 28 May 2021).

3. Results
3.1. Explained Percent Variation of Flight and Repeatability

The variation explained by the flight component in Equation (1) was the greatest of the variance components and was statistically significant (>0.0001) for each UAS trait (fifteen different VIs and CHMs) in each trial. The flight component explained up to 97–98% of variation in the CHM for DHOT and OHOT, respectively, while explaining the lowest for true bands (Blue, Red and Green) and BI (41–51%; Figure 2). Similarly, the highest temporal repeatability values were also estimated for CHMs (0.76 in DHOT and 0.74 in OHOT; Equation (2)) and lower repeatability estimates were found for the VI’s (<0.6; Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Variance component decomposition (Equation (1)) for each predictor trait (fifteen vegetative indices, VIs and canopy height measurement; CHM) for each trial (DHOT on the left and OHOT on the right). X axes, left Y axis, and right Y axes represent the traits, explained percent variation by each variance component, and temporal repeatability, respectively. Black circles and white diamonds represent the \( R^2 \) and repeatability values, respectively, for each trait according to the right Y axis scale. Temporal repeatability was calculated based on the Equation (2).

For predicted variables (yield, DTA and DTS) used in the regression models, the explained percent variations of the pedigree component in Equation (3) explained the greatest variation (53–83%). Repeatability values for predicted variables were calculated between 0.91 and 0.98 (Figure 3). Predicted values (Equation (3)) of maize hybrids for DTA, DTS, and yield in both trials were given in Figure 4. DHOT trial had shorter days after planting values in DTA and DTS than those of OHOT while grain yield (t/ha) was higher in OHOT than those of DHOT (Figure 4).
Figure 3. Explained percent variation of each component in Equation (3) for each predicted variable (days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS), and yield (t/ha)) for each trial (DHOT on the left and OHOT on the right). X axes, left Y, and right Y axes represent the traits, explained percent variation by each variance component, and repeatability, respectively. Black circles and white diamonds represent the $R^2$ and repeatability values, respectively.

Figure 4. The best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) values of predicted variables [days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS), and yield (t/ha)]. Y axes shows to best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP) of hybrids for DTA, DTS and yield unique to each trait while X axes shows the trials.

3.2. Temporal Breeding Values

Effects of the pedigree (flight) (Equation (1)) were illustrated to display temporal breeding values (TBLUPs) of predictor traits (fifteen VIs and CHMs) of pedigrees for optimal planting (OHOT) and delayed planting (DHOT) trials separately (Figures 5 and 6). In all, TBLUPs of 16 traits, which were derived from 12 flight time points, were displayed, corresponding to 192 predictors evaluated in regression models for each trial.
white, and red colors in the heatmap scale were used to indicate low, medium, and high yield values, respectively, specific to the DHOT trial. The heatmap scale was generated from the range of yield (t/ha) values in the DHOT trial, and then applied to each pedigree to show the TBLUPs of each trait through the flight dates along with yield values of pedigree. Blue, white, and red colors in the heatmap scale were used to indicate low, medium, and high yield values, respectively, specific to the OHOT trial.

Each Y axis shows the range of TBLUPs unique to each trait while each X axis shows the flight dates as days after planting (DAP) same to each trait. The heatmap scale was generated from the range of yield (t/ha) values in the OHOT trial, and then applied to each pedigree to show the TBLUPs of each trait through the flight dates along with yield values of pedigree. Blue, white, and red colors in the heatmap scale were used to indicate low, medium, and high yield values, respectively, specific to the OHOT trial.

**Figure 5.** Temporal best linear unbiased predictions (TBLUPs) of the traits (fifteen vegetation indices, VIs and canopy height measurement; CHM) of the pedigrees in the OHOT (optimal planting trial) population estimated by Equation (1). Each Y axis shows the range of TBLUPs unique to each trait while each X axis shows the flight dates as days after planting (DAP) same to each trait. The heatmap scale was generated from the range of yield (t/ha) values in the OHOT trial, and then applied to each pedigree to show the TBLUPs of each trait through the flight dates along with yield values of pedigree. Blue, white, and red colors in the heatmap scale were used to indicate low, medium, and high yield values, respectively, specific to the OHOT trial.

**Figure 6.** Temporal best linear unbiased predictions (TBLUPs) of the traits (fifteen vegetation indices, VIs and canopy height measurement; CHM) of the pedigrees in the DHOT (delayed planting trial) population estimated by Equation (1). Each Y axis shows the range of TBLUPs unique to each trait while each X axis shows the flight dates as days after planting (DAP) same to each trait. The heatmap scale was generated from the range of yield (t/ha) values in the DHOT trial, and then applied to each pedigree to show the TBLUPs of each trait through the flight dates along with yield values of pedigree. Blue, white, and red colors in the heatmap scale were used to indicate low, medium, and high yield values, respectively, specific to the DHOT trial.

TPP of VIs and CHMs occurring among the flight dates ([pedigree(flight)] component of Equation (1)) were found to be statistically significant (<0.0001) in both trials. TPP patterns were also found to be unique for many traits across trials. In general, EXG, EXGR, GLI, MGVRI, NDI NGRDI, RGBVI, VARI, and VEG followed concave plasticity patterns while Red followed a slightly convex plasticity pattern (Figures 5 and 6). BI, Blue, Green, and NGBDI slightly increased over time while BGI slightly decreased across the flight dates. CHM followed a sigmoidal plasticity pattern through the flight dates. However,
each trial had different slopes, edges, and peaks of the TBLUPs of the traits depending on the flight times (Figures 5 and 6).

Equation (5) was developed to compare the flight means of each trial for each trait by adding the management (DHOT and OHOT trials) effects within flight dates ([management(fligh]t) component in Equation (5)). The [management(fligh]t) component explained between 29 and 96% of total depending on VIs and 14 percent for CHM (Figure 7).

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**Figure 7.** Explained percent variation of each component in Equation (5) for each predictor trait (fifteen vegetation indices, VIs and canopy height measurement; CHM). X axis, left and right Y axes represent the traits, explained percent variation by each variance component and R^2 respectively. Black circles and white diamonds represent the R2 and repeatability values, respectively, for each trait according to the right Y axis scale. Repeatability was calculated based on Equation (6).

The majority of the mean comparisons of each time point (flight dates) between the trials were found to be statistically significant (Figure 8). In addition, there were found to be cross over changes in comparisons of flight means varying between one to six times depending on different traits; meaning that the relative performance at one time point and trial could not predict the relative performance in a different time point. However, where there were more cross overs, they were less likely to be significantly different.

![Figure 8](image8.png)

**Figure 8.** Temporal comparison results of each time point between each test. The joint analysis of temporal effects of the trials based on means of flight dates was derived from Management (flight) component in Equation (5). Each Y axis shows the range of flight means unique to each trait while each X axis shows the flight dates as successive order same to each trait. *, **, *** are significance levels at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001; ns is not significant. Whiskers represent the conditional standard deviations for each time point of each trait.
3.3. Temporal Correlations between Predictors and Predicted Variables

Temporal correlation coefficients (Pearson correlation) were calculated between TBLUPS of the traits (predictors) and predicted variables (DTA, DTS, and yield) (Figure 9). To calculate the temporal correlations, BLUPs of pedigrees for each flight date were derived from \( \text{pedigree} \) in Equation (1) for each trait and trial. BLUPs of DTA, DTS, and yield were correlated with TBLUPs of predictor traits for each flight date. Temporal correlation results varied from \(-0.6\) to \(0.6\) across the flight dates. The majority of predictor traits fluctuated in correlation temporally (Figure 9). The highest and lowest temporal correlation with DTA, DTS, and yield were found more frequently in DHOT than in OHOT (Figure 9). All traits were found to have both negative and positive correlation coefficients in both trials through the flight dates, except for positive correlation coefficients between CHM and yield in both trials throughout the flight dates (Figure 9).

![Figure 9](image-url)

**Figure 9.** Each correlogram chart contains the pairwise correlation coefficients \((r^2)\) belonging to time points of each trait with predicted traits [days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS), and yield (t/ha)]. Correlogram charts above and below the horizontal black dashed line belong to DHOT (delayed planting trial) and OHOT (optimal planting trial) respectively. Time points (days after planting, DAP) were given diagonal and horizontal for each vegetation index and CHM in both trials along with DTA, DTS and yield in each correlogram chart. The correlation coefficient heatmap change from \(-1\) to \(0\) from pink to white and from \(0\) to \(1\) from white to cyan. The cross signs (×) show statistically insignificant pairwise correlations at the 0.05 level.
3.4. Temporal Correlations among Predictors

Pairwise correlation coefficients were calculated separately for each time point of each VI and CHM in both trials to show the relationship each image-based phenotype had with itself throughout time (Figure 9). Greater correlation coefficients were found to be more frequent in the OHOT than DHOT trial for majority of VIs as well as CHM, but in both trials, pairwise correlations belonging to certain time points (flight dates) of VIs and CHM were also found to be higher, such as correlations among the later flights in CHM in both trials (Figure 9).

3.5. Regression Model Comparisons

Temporal best linear unbiased predictors (TBLUPs) of pedigrees for each predictor trait (fifteen VIs and CHM) were estimated by the component of \[ \text{pedigree}(\text{flight}) \] in Equation (1) for each trial separately. BLUPs of predicted variables (DTA, DTS, and yield) were estimated from the \( \text{pedigree} \) component in Equation (3). Predictor traits (fifteen VIs and CHM) were used in four different regressions to predict the predicted variables. TBLUPs, including the individual BLUPs of sixteen predictor traits on twelve flight dates (192 predictors for each trial), were estimated by Equation (1) separately and then used in regression models to predict the predicted variables. Elastic net, lasso, ridge, PLSR and linear regressions were used to predict the predicted variables using all 192 predictors and models. Model fit was evaluated based on their root mean square errors (RMSE), mean absolute errors (MAE), and coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) as well as prediction accuracies of the models. Linear regression was found to perform the worst among regression models in predicting all three predicted variables in both trials, resulting in the highest RMSE, MAE, and lowest \( R^2 \) values and lowest prediction accuracies followed by PLSR (Figures 10 and 11). Slight differences were found among the results of machine learning regressions in terms of predicting predicted variables (Figures 10 and 11). Accordingly, lasso and elastic net regressions were found to be best in predicting flowering times (DTA and DTS) with the prediction accuracy of between ~0.75 and ~0.80 in DHOT and OHOT trials (Figure 11). However, ridge regression was found to be best in predicting yield, with prediction accuracy of ~0.60 in DHOT and OHOT trials (Figure 11).

![Figure 10](image-url) Box plots of root mean squares (RMSE), mean absolute errors (MAE), and coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) values (from left to right) of linear, elastic net, lasso, and ridge regressions for DHOT (delayed planting trial; above) and OHOT (optimal planting trial; below). Each Y axis has the unique value ranges for RMSE, MAE and \( R^2 \) in each trial while each X axis shows the predicted variables used in each regression models [days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS), and yield (t/ha)] same to RMSE, MAE, and \( R^2 \) in each trial. Whiskers represent the standard errors. Y axes of RMSE and MAE were scaled based on the log2 to show the outliers belonging to the linear model.
3.6. Variable Importance

The relative importance of the TBLUPs were calculated to show the temporal importance of predictor traits in the prediction of the predicted variables (DTA, DTS, and yield) used in machine learning regressions. Results showed that some of the VIs were found to contribute predictions of predicted variables throughout the flight dates, while others were found to contribute predictions at specific flight dates, depending on the predicted variables as well as the trials (Figures 12 and 13).

The best-performing predictors of yield nominated in ridge (in both trials) and elastic net (in DHOT only) regressions (Figure 11) were NGRDI, NGBDI VARI and GLI, traits with fluctuating variable importance scores across the flight dates in both trials (Figures 12 and 13). Their variable importance scores were frequently higher before flowering than after flowering time (Figures 12 and 13). The remaining traits were found to have a lower importance score than NGRDI, NGBDI, VARI and GLI in the prediction of yield across both trials (Figures 12 and 13); however, their importance scores were also higher before the plants flowered in both trials.

Lasso and elastic net regressions performed best in predicting the flowering times (DTA and DTS), in the both trials (Figure 11). The methods nominated fluctuating variable importance of the temporal traits across the flight dates (Figures 12 and 13); many of the flight dates belong to the period before flowering. For instance, GLI and NGRDI on 28th DAP were important date/predictor combinations for flowering time in the DHOT trial (Figure 12). NGBDI and GLI on 46th, 50th, 63rd DAP for DTA, (Figure 13), and NGRDI, VARI, CHM, GLI and MGVRI on 30th DAP for DTS (Figure 13) were important date/predictor combinations in the OHOT trial.

**Figure 11.** Prediction accuracy results of each model for days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS), and yield (t/ha), respectively. Y axes represents the correlation coefficients ($r^2$) between predicted value and actual value of days to anthesis (DTA), days to silking (DTS) and yield (t/ha) (from left to right) in DHOT (delayed planting trial) and OHOT (optimal planting trial) (From top to bottom). X axis shows the predictive models used in this study. Each box represents letters of Tukey HSD comparison results for each predicted trait in each trial.
Figure 12. Heatmap temporal variable importance of predictor traits across the flight dates generated by the ‘varImp’ function of each machine learning regression in the DHOT trial. X axes are identical and represent the flight dates of DHOT as days after planting (DAP). Left Y-axes are identical and represent the predictor traits for each regression model and predicted variables. The heatmap illustrations were divided into nine for the elastic net, lasso and ridge regressions. Flowering times varied from 57 to 69 for DTA and 57 to 70 for DTS (grey boxes) in DHOT.

Figure 13. Heatmap of temporal variable importance of predictor traits across the flight dates generated by the ‘varImp’ function of each machine learning regression in the OHOT trial. X axes are identical and represent the flight dates of OHOT as days after planting (DAP). Left Y-axes are identical and represent the predictor traits for each regression model and predicted variables. The heatmap illustrations were divided into nine for the elastic net, lasso and ridge regressions. Flowering times varied from 66 to 75 for DTA and 67 to 76 for DTS (grey boxes) in OHOT.
4. Discussion

Implementing field-based high-throughput phenotyping (HTP) tools such as unoccupied aerial systems (UAS) in agriculture has been recognized to be an efficient way to monitor temporal variation of plant growth [2,15,30,31]. Temporal variations throughout growth are novel sources of variation that have not previously been measured and can now be used for plant breeding and genetics in prediction models. Estimating the degree of phenotypic variation controlled by the genetic variation of tested pedigrees for HTP-derived traits (e.g., measuring repeatability for VIs and CHMs) is a first fundamental step to determine how heritable or consistent trait measurements are before using VIs and CHMs in prediction models. The sixteen traits (fifteen VIs and CHM) used in this study had temporal repeatability values of 0.60 to 0.76 in delayed and optimal planting trials (DHOT and OHOT trials, respectively) (Figure 2), suggesting that estimating the breeding values from HTP-derived traits of tested pedigrees has potential in prediction models as well as in the decision making process for plant breeding. Temporal variation of each HTP-derived trait, estimated by Equation (1) for each trial separately, was the source of the biggest proportion of total experimental variation. This temporal resolution, derived from twelve time points, supported the existence of TPP across pedigrees for fifteen VIs and CHMs in both trials. Joint analysis of both trials, estimated by Equation (5), showed that different reaction norms to compare each time point (flight means) under different environmental conditions characterized the dissimilar TPP patterns of VIs and CHMs. Importantly, NGBDI and BGI were found to have the least TPP under two distinct environmental conditions and are proposed as the most robust VIs from this study. Moreover, NGBDI was found to be an important variable in yield prediction at 30 DAP in the OHOT trial, as well as for predicting flowering times at 28 DAP in both OHOT and DHOT; if this can be further validated it would be valuable and exciting for early-season predictions of grain yield. The above, along with the high repeatability values (~0.7 in Figure 2) nominate NGBDI, NGRDI, and GLI as the most effective and robust predictors of yield and flowering times in this study. However, it remains worthwhile to estimate multiple VI’s since the same collected data is needed and many indices had non-redundant information.

4.1. Physiological Basis of These Predictions

Vegetation indices (VIs) are biologically based remote sensing measurements that can assess the physiological processes of maize hybrids quantitively using the reflected wavelengths. More specifically, VIs are ratios that belong to the green apparatus of maize where photosynthetic activity occurs. The visible spectrum of solar radiation (400 nm to 700 nm) is absorbed by plants pigments, of which chlorophyll \( a \) and \( b \) absorb the blue-violet and red-blue regions of the visible spectrum to provide the light for photosynthetic activity and reflect far red wavelengths. Photoassimilate is produced by photosynthetic activity containing the light dependent reactions that are likely affected by different environmental conditions and contributed to yield differences. As a result of these processes, temporal correlations, and predictive ability of VIs with yield in maize likely depends on environmental variability [45]; in agreement with our findings (Figure 9). Differences between the wavelengths belonging to different varieties tested in different environmental conditions relate to how the plants handle multiple stresses [46].

Although this study showed the surprising predictive ability of VIs belonging to time points earlier than the reproductive (flowering) stage, for flowering times later time points were also important, likely relating to senescence after grain fill. Grain yield can be adversely affected because of heat stress or early senescence after flowering. VIs belonging to time points after flowering lose their ability to predict yield as senescence accelerates, which was found for both trials. Early leaf senescence, especially, shortens the grain-filling duration in maize, and would be expected to reduce measured grain yield. A leaf senescence index has been proposed to be well correlated with VIs, as well as yield in maize under low nitrogen stress [46]. Slow reduction in photosynthetic pigments throughout plant growth is associated with greater yield, as well as with the stay-green
trait [47]. As such, using temporal breeding values of the VIs near the end of growth may quantitatively select maize hybrids where the higher yield is a result of slow reduction in the VIs across growth.

This study used VIs calculated by wavelength of ranges of visible light, not affected by additional factors that affect near-infrared (NIR) reflectance such as soil brightness, moisture and color, canopy and cell structure, or cloud shadows [13]. As such, these VIs belonging to false positive color reflectance should result in greater precision in extraction of VIs, compared to NIR reflectance [13,48]. For example, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) which contains the NIR reflectance, was found to be very sensitive towards background brightness since NDVI increases accordingly if the background brightness increases [49]. It might be concluded that the VIs without NIR used here are more sensitive in detecting high amounts of absorption of red referring to the presence of the chlorophyll and green vegetation, disregarding noisy reflectance.

The delayed planting trial (DHOT) had higher growing degree days as well as higher photo-thermal time accumulations than the optimal planting trial (OHOT) across plant growth stages in maize breeding nurseries in Texas. The temporal differences in weather station measurements between the two trials suggest a primary reason for the TPP of the pedigrees of several VIs likely stemmed from the rapid accumulation of growing units in DHOT, a combination of both higher photoperiod and increased heat. Taken together, despite the fact that VIs and CHMs were shown to be controlled by genetic variation to a certain extent, monitoring of TPP belonging to VIs and CHMs can be more appropriate to evaluate performance of maize hybrids under diverse environmental conditions including their different time points. Because correlations between VIs and yield, or CHMs and yield, are dynamic, and different time points had different correlation coefficients (Figure 9), this suggests that correlations in earlier time points could be considered to assess the performance of maize hybrids. In genomic selection, selections are accomplished through estimating the genotypic variation occurring at early stages into phenomic selection [50] and phenomic selection can contain temporal marker effects on phenotype belonging to terminal growth stages. Now, with temporal phenotypes estimated by Equation (1), it is possible to include the genotypic variation occurring at early stages into phenomic selection [50] and phenomic selection can contain temporal marker effects on VIs and CHMs that give rise to better prediction accuracy. Analyzing multiple time points of different management conditions can supply better confidence levels, as well as, more statistical power in predicting temporal breeding values; this will allow temporal breeding values to be later used in downstream analysis, such as, more accurate prediction modeling. In addition, using VIs with high repeatability values as predictive variables will lead to more effective estimates, especially under stress conditions, largely because the signal-to-noise ratio is higher [21,51].

4.2. Model Comparisons

Machine learning-based prediction models performed best in comparison with linear models for predicting flowering times and yield using the temporal data. The predictive ability of ridge regression in genomic prediction has been demonstrated [52]. Similarly, ridge regression excelled in predicting yield in phenomic prediction compared to other models in this study (Figure 11), signifying that prediction accuracy of ridge regression can be increased in selecting the high yielding maize hybrids when a greater number of phenotypic predictors are extracted from UAV images. Ridge regression models have previously been used in yield prediction using reflectance wavelengths (between 350 to 2500 nm) in wheat and performed best in prediction under drought [53]. This result is in agreement with our finding that ridge regression performed best under the stress trial (DHOT) in yield prediction by using VIs. Hernandez et al. [53] in wheat used only reflectance at anthesis and grain filling time periods; this study, however, discovered important effects of VIs at many earlier time points in maize, even before flowering and grain filling such as at 28 and 30 DAP in the DHOT and OHOT trial, respectively. If this can be validated in further work it is an exciting and important finding not only for speeding up breeding decisions earlier in the season, and the associated physiological ramifications,
but also for identifying important growth stages for precision agricultural management by farmers. Our findings also support the value of temporal VIs measurement for predicting yield; not only during specific time periods of growth, but that the entire growth period has value with different effect sizes at each time point. In this way these VI’s may be better used like a genomic selection approach of incorporating and weighting all time points, than a genetic mapping approach of identifying and monitoring only the time point with the largest effect size; as supported in phenomic selection approaches, using laboratory near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy data of grain [54,55].

This study also revealed that flowering times (DTA and DTS) can be best predicted before flowering using the temporal VIs, which is critical where earliness traits for maize can be selected based on the values of certain VIs at specific early time points, such as NGRDI and VARI at 28 DAP in DHOT; NGRDI and GLI at 30 DAP in OHOT (Figures 12 and 13).

Single time point-derived CHMs [15] and reflectance bands [20] have previously been shown to perform worse than using fewer parameters estimated from modeling combined data derived across multiple time points. Our findings suggested that temporal variations of VIs and CHMs should be trained together in a predictive model using machine learning based regressions to predict grain yield with more accuracy, when the number of predictors are high, which otherwise may lead to overfitting and multicollinearity problems.

Given the long history of satellite remote sensing to predict yield [56,57], the results of the temporal and visible aspects of this study were surprising. However, it must be emphasized that to date there have been comparatively few studies using remote sensing predictors across segregating genetic populations to predict differences within species. These findings similarly suggest that unquantified genetic variation might exist that would affect satellite yield predictions. This also suggests new temporal measurements that farmers might be able to use to identify plant stress and intervene earlier than previously to predict yield loss. In summary, the strong predictive power of temporal VIs and CHMs for predicting yield was shown in this study which could serve as an alternative to genomic prediction methods in the near future.

5. Conclusions

Field-based high-throughput phenotyping identified that the phenotypic variation occurring early in developmental stages of plants can be used as novel predictors to predict yield and flowering times in phenomic selection. This research extracted fifteen different vegetation indices and canopy height measurements from the aerial drone imageries belonging to twelve time points across the growth of tested maize hybrids. Our study demonstrated that (i) predicted temporal vegetation indices and plant heights for each pedigree (maize hybrid) have discrimination power of low-yielding and high-yielding maize hybrids and that these temporal vegetation indices and plant heights are heritable traits in maize; (ii) machine learning-based regressions have better prediction accuracy in prediction yield and flowering times than linear regression when temporal vegetation indices and plant heights are used as predictors in phenomics selection in maize; and (iii) variable importance scores of vegetation indices are higher at earlier time points than later time points, indicating that variation in earlier in growth should be monitored to predict yield and flowering times with higher accuracy in maize.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs13112141/s1, Spreadsheet S1: Excel sheets contain the predictors (temporal vegetation indices and canopy height measurements) and predicted traits (days to anthesis, silking and yield) belonging to OHOT (optimal planting trial) and DHOT (late planting trial) predicted by Equation (1) and used in prediction models.
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